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Alliance Financial Group
USFIA Currency Fund
According to Assembly Bill No. 129 that was passed in California on June 28,
2014,the circulation ofe-currency, rewards points, vouchers, coupons, and GemCoin
was legalized in California.
GemCoin, issued by the USFIA Currency Fund, has its own internal value. Its value is supported by the
global gemstone mines of AFG,the company that controls the USFIA Currency Fund. It was first issued to the
public on September 1, 2014, and it has potential for broad circulation.
GemCoin is mainly issued and circulated in the gem mining industry and the financial industry, and it
circulates in large quantities. GemCoins are issued by the fund as part ofgemstone sales, and there is also a bonus of
GemCoins provided according to a certain ratio.(For example, when investing USD 10,000, gems in the amount of
USD 10,000 are received as well as an added bonus of USD 5,000 in GemCoin.)
The USFIA Currency Fund is a currency fund that is subsidiary to AFG,and its value is backed by AFG.
AFG was founded in 2002 and is registered in the State of Delaware, with its headquarters located in Los
Angeles. It is a large-sized international corporation. The investment projects that AFG is involved in cover
financing, real estate funds(REIT), real estate, mining (gemstones), auctions, telecommunications, biotechnology,
and aviation equipment and supplies. Its businesses are spread across North and South America, Asia, and Europe.
The global assets of AFG amount to more than USD 50 billion, with more than two million users around
the world, and with plans to establish 3,000 gemstone chain stores. All of this builds up into an unrivaled foundation
for GemCoin and its relative stability in terms of market value.
The issue price of GemCoin was USD 0.05 as of September 1.
The value of BitCoin started out at USD 0.06 when it was launched in 2009, and it has reached as high as
USD 979.45, which is an appreciation in value of 16,257 times.
About GemCoin
Virtual currency refers to currency that does exist in the real world. When there is a connection made
between the virtual and real economies, the virtual currency is imbued with actual value, and it can be traded and
used to purchase goods and services. With the implementation of Assembly Bill No. 129, virtual currency has
become a legal method of payment.
Virtual currency is mainly divided into the following categories:
l .Internet-based digital currency, represented by BitCoin.
2. Commercial currency, such as rewards points, vouchers, and gift cards issued by merchants.
These two types of currency both have their inherent limitations. Digital currency has no value of its own
because it originates as computer code. Digital currency can only be circulated when the buyer and seller both
accept it as a form of payment. In addition, its security has always been a subject of widespread skepticism. The
commercial currency issued by merchants has a certain inherent value, and its redemption value is usually
guaranteed by the merchant. However, it can only be used for the products and services designated by the merchant.
Both digital currency and commercial currency can only be broadly circulated when there are vast numbers of users.
GemCoin issued by the USFIA Currency Fund is a financially innovative next-generation virtual currency
that is based on both digital currency and commercial currency but that solves the inherent inadequacies of
traditional virtual currency, giving it the potential for unprecedented levels of value appreciation.
The value of BitCoin started out at USD 0.06 when it was launched in 2009, and it has reached as high as
USD 979.45, which is an appreciation in value of 16,257 times. However, it does not have any inherent value on its
own. GemCoin, issued by USFIA Currency Fund and backed by gemstone value, will undoubtedly lead a new wave
of virtual currency circulation. If it can be said that BitCoin is the gold ofthe virtual currency world, then GemCoin
is the jewel!
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US Fine Investissement Arts
US Fine Investissement Arts(USFIA,Inc.) is a professional international gemstone group that combines
gemstone mining, design and processing, and sales all together. It owns rhodochrosite mines, larimar mines, and
amber mines as well as the world-class AMMINE Jewelry Design Center and AMMINE brand ofjewelry products.
The headquarters of USFIA, Inc. are located in the world fashion capital of Los Angeles. The company's
Dominican company AMMINIE,SRL, owns the EL VALLE amber mine, the BARAHCONA larimar mine, and the
AMMINE Jewelry Processing Center in the Dominican Republic, and engages in gemstone mining and processing.
The EL VALLE Amber Mine has a size of 30,000 square meters and contains the world's highest quality natural
amber bearing stone that provides amber that reaches gemstone grade without the need for optimization processing.
The main types are golden amber, blood amber, blue-green amber, and green amber, as well as rare amber with
insect inclusions, patterned amber, and blue amber, called the "king of amber."
The Dominican Republic is the only place in the world where larimar is found. The larimar produced by the
BARAHCONA larimar mine has a hue like the blue sea, and its patterns undulate like the waves. It is called the
"national stone" ofthe Dominican Republic. The AMMINE Jewelry Processing Plant is located in the capital of the
Dominican Republic, Santo Domingo.
USFIA,Inc. not only controls mineral resources but also has atop-notch international professional team to
carry out mining and processing operations. In addition, the world-class jewelry design center located in Los
Angeles upholds a design philosophy that is unparalleled in the world.
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